Reactions to Troopers Hill Anti Dog Fouling Campaign
"This sounds like a great idea! There was really a lot of fouling left behind last year after
the snow thawed, both on the Hill and surrounding streets. I know it's hard getting up on
these cold, dark mornings but it was pretty clear some dogs weren't making it to the
hill/field in time."
"Well done for tackling this problem - is there any chance it can be extended to Malvern
Road? (She asks tongue in cheek!) I'm regularly cleaning up dog poo off the pavement
and grass verge outside my house! "
"Just had to say that I think this is a brilliant idea!! Well done."
"This is great!!! What an amazingly obvious way to highlight the problem! I think you'll
have a chuckle at this...
The other day, probably yet another somewhat non-compus-mentis one, I took myself out
for a gentle walk, and found myself coming down the path to Greendown Entrance from
the chimney. Two bright pink rings I saw! Gosh, what excitement! What's been marked
here???
Well, the dog doo was completely gone in both rings, yet each contained a perfectly
formed paw print! So I mused, and thought, and wondered, and went back from one ring
to the other, and back again, and again and again, comparing the prints. What could they
possibly be, to be highlighted in such a way? What weird and wonderful beast has been
spotted on Troopers Hill, with such wildly different sized front and rear feet?
Hang on, there must be more of these prints somewhere... whoever's been tracking this
beast, wouldn't have stopped here! They must have continued down the path looking for
further clues! I'll do the same! I'll go pink ring spotting and find more prints in them!
Ah! look! there they are down near the gully! Excitement scarcely contained, I pootled
down there as fast as I could! Memories of tiger tracking in Thailand raced to the forefront
of my mind! Oh gosh! Look! This one's got scat in it! So's this one! Hang on, they're
rather different sizes aren't they? And colours?..... And... this one's got poo in it too... er,
so's this one, and that one, and .... oh, heck they all have!
Ooooohhhhhh! Now I get it!"
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